Onyx
As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience very nearly lesson, amusement, as skillfully as covenant can be gotten by just checking
out a books Onyx as a consequence it is not directly done, you could acknowledge even more a propos this life, something like the world.
We allow you this proper as capably as simple quirk to acquire those all. We meet the expense of Onyx and numerous book collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. among them is this Onyx that can be your partner.

ONYX - Amy D. Brooks 2014-11-13
A young couple frustrated with their mundane lives, Nina and Mario
Clemente, are offered the opportunity of a lifetime-to work and live on
Onyx, Earth's living moon. However, Nina's belief that Onyx did not exist
prior to a shooting that nearly killed her years prior becomes stronger as
a series of strange events precede her and her husband's relocation to
the ancient habited satellite. She becomes further convinced of her
memories once they arrive and begin to learn the secrets of Onyx's
people, causing the mystery of what truly happened when she was shot
and of where the original world has gone to intensely haunt her.
The Adventures of Onyx and the Gales of November - Tyler Benson
2013-07-16
One windy, November day, a cry for help comes into the Coast Guard
Station in St. Ignace, Michigan. A plane has crashed on Mackinac Island
and it's up to The Guardians of the Straits to answer the call. The
Coasties quickly rush to their motor lifeboat, along with their newest and
most fearless crewmember, Onyx the dog, leading the way. After a
harrowing boat ride in gale winds and dangerously high waves, the
Coasties still have to fight their way through the debris on the island to
look for survivors. What they find in the wreckage surprises everyone but
Onyx, who proves to be a hero once again.
Dragons' Onyx - Richard S. Tuttle 2009-03-22
The Castle of Man, a huge towering castle that straddles an important
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mountain pass to the north of Tagaret, is besieged by ogres, goblins,
yakis, and dark sorcerers. If it falls, the armies of the Dark One will
descend on Tagaret to end the Ancient Prophecy. Far to the south of
Tagaret, Emperor Hanchi and his hundred-thousand man army is moving
northward, destroying everything in its path.
Onyx Kids Adventures - Rita Onyx 2019-10-02
In Book Five, Shasha's balloon has come to life and has become a big
problem for Shiloh. Is he blowing things way out of proportion, or will
this balloon eat him up alive? Onyx Kids Adventures is a funny and
thrilling illustrated kids book series from the original series Onyx Kids
and Onyx Family on Onyx Flix. Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of
brother and sister, Shiloh and Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family. The
Onyx Kids encounter spooky creatures, crazy teachers, and weird
friends, who somehow all end up in the Onyx House where all the
comedy and drama ensue. Shasha Onyx is a young, innovative author and
one of the original stars of the Onyx Kids. She loves entertaining children
with fun crazy stories that inspire a new generation to release their
creativity and imagination. Rita Onyx is the author of Onyx Kids School
Days, Onyx Mysteries, and other books in the Onyx Universe.
Onyx Dragons Boxed Set 2 - Starla Night 2021-07-20
Dragon shifter billionaires from space seek ordinary Earth women to
marry, bear their dragonlets, and save them from a fate worse than
death in this second boxed set! This second boxed set includes four Onyx
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Dragons novels plus an exclusive bonus short story. ONYX DRAGONS:
AMBER Buttoned-up Amber has to hold in her temper when playboy
Darcy flirts with her fire. But when she finally realizes he’s serious, can
there be a happy ending between a charming human male and a female
dragon shifter? ONYX DRAGONS: JASPER Steadfast Jasper has been
keeping the peace around his explosive siblings for so long that when it’s
time for him to claim his secret crush, the lovely human mate he’s craved
since the moment he arrived on Earth, his rebellion might spark an
intergalactic war! ONYX DRAGONS: ALEXANDRITE Cold Alex is the
most beautiful dragon shifter, but only sassy barista Nicole can melt his
icy heart—and save Earth from the greedy enemies who want to destroy
it. ONYX DRAGONS: FLINT Flint has always walked his own path, but
when he’s forced back to the dragons’ home planet to marry their
empress, the Dragon Empire will never be the same. Each full novel is a
linked standalone with no cliffhangers, no cheating, and a fully satisfying
happily-ever-after. Contains virgins, abductions, and first-contact fun! It
also includes the happily ever after stories "Jasper’s Family," "Alex’s
Challenge," and "Flint's Picnic” as well as two bonus stories -- “Darcy’s
Surprise” and "Flint’s First Kiss" -- that are exclusive to this boxed set.
Let these dragon shifters from space abduct you! Tropes - Virgin, fated
mates, marriage of convenience, alpha, alien, shapeshifter, dragon,
beast, billionaire, CEO/boss, adventure, college, coworkers, office
romance, first love, geeky, instalove, kidnapping, love at first sight,
abduction, magical, secret crush, wedding, dragon shifter, alpha female,
brother's best friend, evil twin, best friend, virgin hero, strong woman,
royal romance, secret romance, romance collection, boxed set
Onyx - LaToya Rivers 2015-03-27
Jazelle Williams is a beautiful young girl who finds her Prince Charming
right out of high school. She has no idea that falling in love will change
her life in the blink of an eye. Loyalty will be tested, betrayal will show
up, and everyone’s life will change forever. When you feel you’ve lost
everything but your soul, how do you know if your connected to a person
for a reason, a season, or a lifetime? Only time will tell.
A Secret In Onyx - Jessica Florence 2020-06-08
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"A high fantasy ride that will have readers on the edge of their seats
cheering for the underdogs! Don't miss this Fae fantasy read, this one
will have your heart racing, and left screaming for more." Amelia
Hutchins, #1 International bestselling author of the Fae Chronicles and
Nine Realms"If you love Sarah J Maas, or fae fantasy worlds in general,
you NEED to read this book!" SincerelyABibliophileEVERYTHING I knew
died when the end of the world came. People dropped dead, and
electricity vanished. Those who remained alive were never the same
again.While on the run with my boyfriend Tor across the desolate
continent, the worst humanity had left attacked. Torn from the one I
love, I boldly raced for help at the last human safe zone.Only it's not
humans I found, but the Fae.Now I have one month to rescue my
boyfriend and release a savior princess from an onyx tomb or lose them
both forever. A seemingly impossible task when Rune, a cursed, pain in
the ass Fae warrior is assigned to train me. He's hellbent on freeing his
beloved princess and I'm desperate to save Tor. But no matter how hard
we snarl during training; we can't stay away from each other.I thought
the worst thing that could happen to me was the apocalypse.I was wrong.
Onyx & Ivory - Mindee Arnett 2019-05-07
“At once fresh, at once classic, Onyx and Ivory is a page-turning blend of
monsters, magic, and romance.” —Susan Dennard, New York Times
bestselling author of Truthwitch Acclaimed author Mindee Arnett thrusts
readers into a beautiful, dangerous, and magical world in this stunningly
epic and romantic fantasy for fans of Leigh Bardugo and Sarah Raasch.
They call her Traitor Kate. It’s a title Kate Brighton inherited from her
father after he tried to assassinate the high king of Rime. Cast out of the
nobility, Kate now works for the royal courier service. Only the most
skilled ride for the Relay and only the fastest survive, for when night
falls, the drakes—deadly flightless dragons—come out to hunt.
Fortunately, Kate has a secret edge: She is a wilder, born with forbidden
magic that allows her to influence the minds of animals. And it’s this
magic that leads her to a caravan massacred by drakes in broad
daylight—the only survivor Corwin Tormaine, the son of the king. Her
first love, the boy she swore to forget after he condemned her father to
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death. With their paths once more entangled, Kate and Corwin must put
the past behind them to face this new threat and an even darker menace
stirring in the kingdom.
Onyx - Jennifer L. Armentrout 2012-08-14
Book Two of the bestselling Lux series Being connected to Daemon Black
sucks... Thanks to his alien mojo, Daemon's determined to prove what he
feels for me is more than a product of our bizarro connection. So I've
sworn him off, even though he's running more hot than cold these days.
But we've got bigger problems. Something worse than the Arum has
come to town... The Department of Defense is here. If they ever find out
what Daemon can do and that we're linked, I'm a goner. So is he. And
there's this new boy in school who's got a secret of his own. He knows
what's happened to me and he can help, but to do so, I have to lie to
Daemon and stay away from him. Like that's possible. Against all
common sense, I'm falling for Daemon. Hard. But then everything
changes... I've seen someone who shouldn't be alive. And I have to tell
Daemon, even though I know he's never going to stop searching until he
gets the truth. What happened to his brother? Who betrayed him? And
what does the DOD want from them—from me? No one is who they seem.
And not everyone will survive the lies... Read the entire bestselling
series! #1: Obsidian (from Katy's point of view) #2: Onyx (from Katy's
point of view) #3: Opal (from Katy's point of view) #4: Origin #5:
Opposition Oblivion (Books 1-3 from Daemon's point of view) CAN BE
READ FIRST OR AFTER KATY'S POV! Prequel: Shadows (Dawson's story)
Onyx Steelbender - Anthony S Goodholm 2014-12-08
This fantasy adventure book is about a soon to be hero, Onyx
Steelbender, who befriends an elf and together they set out on
adventures that will ultimately lead to the castle of the evil Lord
Haunterven Omenthane, a half wraith bent on the destruction of all
mankind.
The Onyx Marbles - George Perkins Merrill 1895
Dragons' Onyx (Sword of Heavens #6) - Richard S. Tuttle 2003-02-28
The Castle of Man, a huge towering castle that straddles an important
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mountain pass to the north of Tagaret, is besieged by ogres, goblins,
yakis, and dark sorcerers. If it falls, the armies of the Dark One will
descend on Tagaret to end the Ancient Prophecy. Far to the south of
Tagaret, Emperor Hanchi and his hundred-thousand man army is moving
northward, destroying everything in its path. Caught in the middle are
King Arik and his Alceans. As King Arik struggles to find the Dragons'
Onyx and restore it to the Sword of Heavens, his small band of heroes
must battle against these two huge armies to save Tagaret from
destruction. Meanwhile, Master Khatama is gathering a mysterious
group of master magicians that appears bent on threatening the Ancient
Prophecy. The stakes in the war of good versus evil have never been
higher. The fate of the world rests in the hands of a small group of
warriors known as the Knights of Alcea.
Onyx Shadows - Autumn Jones Lake 2019-10-08
While vacationing in Rome with her wizard boyfriend Cole, Onyx Knight
meets someone like her—a cat shifter who refused a forced mating. Kipp
says she's not alone. Werecats all over are coming out of the shadows of
tradition and striking out on their own. With the belief that joining forces
can benefit everyone, Kipp encourages Onyx and Cole to join their group.
At first Onyx is thrilled to be among fellow shifters, but the tension in the
group is overwhelming. Are they really all on the same side? The more
Onyx learns about the werecats, the more danger she places herself in.
When one of their group goes missing, it will take more than magic to get
her back. ONYX SHADOWS is the second book in the Catnip and
Cauldrons series by USA Today bestselling author Autumn Jones Lake.
Topics: shifters, shifter romance, cat shifters, opposites attract, travel
romance, taboo relationships
Knights of Emerald 06 : The Chronicles of Onyx - Anne Robillard
2017-03-15T00:00:00-04:00
The Knights of Emerald: This epic tale takes place in a forgotten world in
a time of great unrest as Amecareth, the Dark Lord of the Insect People,
attempts to take over the known universe. It is the story of Kira, the
purple child, born of the rape of Queen Fan of Shola by the despicable
Emperor, who will ultimately bring about his downfall, and of the brave
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Knights of Emerald entrusted with her safety. Book 6 of the saga The
Knights of Emerald, The Chronicles of Onyx: With the help of Kira,
Wellan discovers the chronicles written by the renegade Knight Onyx,
and discovers the fate that awaits his soldiers if the Dark Emperor
decides to adopt the same military strategy that he used in the past.
Distraught, Wellan tries to obtain from the Crystal Magician greater
magical powers for himself and his men. Asbeth launches a new attack
on Enkidiev and the Knights of Emerald must rush once more to the aid
of the inhabitants of the coast. During the rescue operation, Wellan
finally has the opportunity to sort things out with the King of the Elves. It
is also in the beautiful forests of the Elves that the gods present an
invaluable gift to him. Upon his return to the Castle of Emerald, Wellan
is confronted with a diplomatic dispute. Will he have the savoir-faire
required to solve this delicate problem ? Wellan does not suspect that the
enemy is much closer than he thinks ...
In the Onyx Lobby - Carolyn Wells 1920
In The Onyx Lobby - Carolyn Wells 2021-10-21
In the Campanile Apartment building in the heart of Manhattan, wealthy
resident Sir Herbert Binney has been found dead in the lobby. The only
clue to the crime is a mysterious scrawled note in his hand, which states
that ‘women did it’. But which women? With his sizeable fortune at stake,
there are plenty of suspects in this thrilling Fleming Stone mystery novel
by prolific author Carolyn Wells. Carolyn Wells (1862-1942) was a
prolific American novelist and poet, best known for her children’s
literature, mystery novels and humorous verse. Following school in New
Jersey, Wells worked as a librarian, where she developed her love of
reading. It was during 1896 that Wells' first book ‘At the Sign of the
Sphinx’ was published. From 1900 she dedicated herself to her literary
career, writing over 170 novels in total across a range of genres. Some of
her most loved works include the ‘Patty Fairfield’ and ‘Marjorie
Maynard’ series for girls, as well as the ‘Fleming Stone’ mystery series
for adults. Wells is also well-known for her humorous nonsense verse,
and was a frequent contributor of verse to magazines. She published an
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autobiography ‘The Rest of my Life’ in 1937. Wells died in New York City
in 1942.
Getting to Know Onyx Kids - Onyx Kids 2017-12-05
Onyx Kids is a group of four siblings, Shalom, Sinead, Shasha, and Shiloh
who star on YouTube on Onyx Kids and Onyx Family. Onyx Kids is a
sketch comedy channel that has amassed more than one million
subscribers and the hearts of their fans. Onyx Family includes the
parents, Onyx Dad and Onyx Mom and is a more personal channel
featuring the daily life of the Onyx Kids and laugh out loud comedy skits
as well. Getting to Know Onyx Kids was written for the fans as a way to
get to know Onyx Kids in a fun and creative way. It features interesting
facts, behind the scenes secrets, and stories of some wild times in their
life. Get a closer look at the inside story of Onyx Kids!
The Adventures of Onyx and the Guardians of the Straits - Tyler Benson
2012-08
One stormy night, a homeless dog looking for shelter wanders onto a
Coast Guard station in St. Ignace, Michigan. She finds a dry and cozy
hiding spot inside a boat's compartment. When the boat launches and
heads into the Straits of Mackinac for a search and rescue mission, the
frightened dog is still hidden onboard. But when the tireless Coasties are
working to save a man overboard, Onyx the dog surprises everyone with
her bravery, and she finds more than a home--she finds a purpose.
HALO: Ghosts of Onyx - Eric Nylund 2019-04-09
The New York Times bestseller—part of the expanded universe based on
the award-winning video game series Halo! The twenty-sixth century.
Once considered clandestine, the Spartan-II program has now gone
public. Tales of armored super-soldiers fending off thousands of
Covenant attacks have become the stuff of legend. While the Master
Chief defends a besieged Earth, and the myriad factions of the Covenant
continue their crusade to eliminate humanity, an ultra-secret cell of the
Office of Naval Intelligence known as “Section Three” devises a plan to
buy the UNSC vital time. It will need hundreds of willing soldiers,
though—and one more Spartan—to get the job done. The planet Onyx is
virtually abandoned and the perfect place to set this new plan in motion.
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But when the Master Chief destroys Halo, something is triggered deep
within Onyx: Ancient Forerunner technology stirs, and fleets of UNSC
and Covenant vessels race to claim it and change the course of the
Human-Covenant War. But this reawakened and ancient force may have
plans of its own…
Some Views and Information Regarding Peninsula Onyx - 1909

gadgets.In book four, Shiloh and his friends Evan, Roxy, and Desirae
want to help spread Christmas cheer in their neighborhood. They hatch a
plan to be Secret Santa's for the neighborhood kids who have less than
they do. What starts out as a small project quickly turns into an idea
that's bigger than they could imagine! This grand scheme is going to
take all their energy, creativity, and Evan's cool gadgets in order for it to
happen. Late nights, secret labs, and homemade contraptions combine to
be the best Christmas the town has ever seen! Join Shiloh and his friends
as they set out to be Secret Santas!Onyx Kids School Days is a new series
that chronicles the funny middle school adventures of Shiloh and his
friends. The awkward growing pains that every kid can relate to are
combined with a new mystery each day to unravel. Onyx Kids books are a
spinoff of the original Onyx Kids that can be found on Onyx Flix,
YouTube, and Prime Video.
Onyx Marble and Travertine - Oliver Bowles 1933

The Onyx - Jacqueline Briskin 2015-04-21
New York Times–bestselling author Jacqueline Briskin delivers a richly
romantic, epic novel about the founding of the automobile industry,
spanning two continents and five turbulent decades of American history
In 1894, while penniless nineteen-year-old Tom Bridger works at a
Michigan furniture company that fuels his ambitions, he falls in love with
beautiful, sophisticated Antonia Dalzell. But his real talent is inventing
machines. He’s secretly working on an electrical replacement for the
horseless carriage. So is his friend, engineer Henry Ford. With America
still a bit player on the burgeoning automotive stage, Tom dreams of
creating a company to rival the dazzling car manufacturers of Europe.
Through vision and hard work, he achieves his greatest ambition. Onyx,
his automobile company, is a world away from his humble beginnings
and the shameful legacy he carries. Successful beyond his wildest
dreams, Tom becomes America’s first billionaire. But through it all, he is
haunted by his passion for Antonia, the woman he could never marry
—and he finds himself challenged by their son, who is determined to
destroy Tom’s empire. With vibrant, emotionally complex characters and
authentic historical detail, The Onyx is an unforgettable novel about the
cost of a lie, the lengths to which a man will go to honor a promise . . .
and the secrets he will carry to his grave.
Onyx Kids School Days - Rita Onyx 2019-09-08
Welcome to Cornerstone Middle School where Shiloh and his friends
have started middle school. What starts out as an uneventful day quickly
spirals into the first of many mysteries and adventures to come. Shiloh,
Evan, Max, Desirae, and Roxy team up to solve the mysteries together
using their combined smarts and skills with help from Evan's crazy
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Black Onyx - Derek Shield 2015-11-09
Tom Winston, a newly accredited Private Investigator, finds himself
drawn into a series of murders in Washington and Winston Salem. He
links with a Federal Government agency, trying to track down a ruthless
killer, who is planning a daring crime.
The Onyx Stones - Debby L. Johnston 2019-12-31
Magic stones. A quadriplegic girl. A tough little dog. A pile of pancakes.
PLUS a people in hiding, an earthquake, a silent God, and something that
feels like the End Times. What does it all mean?
Onyx Kids Adventures - Rita Onyx 2020-03-05
In Book Twelve, The Luck of the Irish is thought to mean extreme good
fortune. On St. Patrick's Day, Shasha and Shiloh test that theory when
they meet a leprechaun for the first time. Shasha spots a rainbow with a
pot at the end. Unfortunately, it's not a pot of gold. What they pull out of
the pot makes Shasha and Shiloh think their luck has just run out. Onyx
Kids Adventures is a funny and thrilling illustrated kid book series from
the original series Onyx Kids and Onyx Family on Onyx Flix and YouTube.
Onyx Kids chronicles the adventures of brother and sister, Shiloh and
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Shasha, and their entire Onyx Family. The Onyx Kids encounter spooky
creatures, crazy teachers, and weird friends who somehow all end up at
the Onyx House where all the comedy and drama ensue. Sinead Onyx is a
new author and one of the original stars of Onyx Kids and Onyx Family.
She enjoys bringing her imagination to life with her books, music, and
videos that have impacted a generation of kids. Rita Onyx is the author of
Onyx Kids School Days, Onyx Kids Adventures, Onyx Mysteries, and
other books in the Onyx World.
Onyx (Lux - Book Two) - Jennifer L. Armentrout 2015-03-10
From Jennifer L. Armentrout, author of the Covenant series, comes the
unputdownable second book in the New York Times bestselling Lux
series. Aliens are the new vampires, and sexy Daemon Black will set your
pulse racing... BEING CONNECTED TO DAEMON BLACK SUCKS...
Thanks to his alien mojo, Daemon's determined to prove what he feels for
me is more than a product of our bizarro connection. So I've sworn him
off, even though he's running more hot than cold these days. But we've
got bigger problems. SOMETHING WORSE THAN ARUM HAS COME TO
TOWN The Department of Defense is here. If they ever find out what
Daemon can do and that we're linked, I'm a goner. So is he. And there's
this new boy in school who's got a secret of his own. He knows what's
happened to me and he can help, but to do so, I have to lie to Daemon
and stay away from him. Like that's possible. Against all common sense,
I'm falling for Daemon. Hard. BUT THEN, EVERYTHING CHANGES I've
seen someone who shouldn't be alive. And I have to tell Daemon, even
though I know he's never going to stop searching until he gets the truth.
What happened to his brother? Who betrayed him? And what does the
DOD want from them-from me? NO ONE IS WHO THEY SEEM. AND
NOT EVERYONE WILL SURVIVE THE LIES.
Hunter & Onyx - B. Love 2017-01-01
"When a woman is in tune with her feminine energy, sex to her is an act
of trust. She’s giving herself to a man because she sees a future with
him. She’s giving him pieces of her that should be reserved for her
husband. The only man really guaranteed to give her all that she wants
and needs. And I just ain’t the type of nigga to take things that don’t
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belong to me.” – Hunter Hendrix Onyx Stanford left her family and the
church to live life for herself. That life led to sugar daddies, stripping,
and a reputation in the church as a prostitute. After years of sneaking
into the church to feel closer to her family and God, she runs into Hunter
Hendrix – a man of God who has a twisted street past of his own. What
happens when Hunter sets his eyes on Onyx to claim? Find out by
reading their love story!
Halo: Legacy of Onyx - Matt Forbeck 2017-11-14
An original full-length novel set in the Halo universe and based on the
New York Times bestselling video game series! Molly Patel was only
seven-years-old when the alien alliance known as the Covenant destroyed
her homeworld and killed her family. As one of the few to escape the
glassing of Paris IV, and despite the United Nations Space Command
winning the war on behalf of humanity, Molly never forgot how much she
had lost. Nine years later, when her adoptive parents—research
scientists specializing in ancient Forerunner technology—are called to
the mysterious and wondrous place known as Onyx, Molly vehemently
objects. It’s not so much that Molly’s concerned about relocating to
inside a spherical construct the diameter of an entire solar system, but
the fact that she also has to live alongside members of the same alien
species that murdered her family. And when the Servants of the Abiding
Truth—a violent ex-Covenant sect under the guidance of the notorious
Pale Blade—somehow makes its way inside this supposedly impregnable
sphere, Molly is now forced to consider if she and her new parents have
made a terrible and fatal mistake in coming here....
Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx) - Christa Wick 2020-11-24
Onyx: I’m a city wolf—a damaged and injured one at that. Obviously, the
absolute last place I should be when I’m in heat is in the middle of the
woods with unmated male shifters in the wild able to scent me. But here
I am, running for my life. I’m not used to anyone being nice to me, let
alone helping me. Even being the daughter of a pack alpha doesn’t keep
you safe when you’re the lone freak in your pack who can’t shift. I’m
being hunted out here in the woods, and yet somehow I feel safe on the
doorstep of the big, brusque stranger who offers me sanctuary. Taron
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isn’t like any of the shifters I grew up around. He’s a bear shifter for
one—an alpha, no less—with a protective streak a mile wide…for me.
Taron: Not much to say. I knew from the moment Onyx found herself
trying to escape her troubles in my woods. It hit me like a damn freight
train. The she-wolf was my mate. Meaning she was mine to heal. And
mine to protect at all costs. Previously published as Ride The Wicked
Woodsman (c) 2015 with revisions throughout, newly added content, and
a different extended ending. PROTECTED BY THE PACK (MC shifters)
Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx) Book 2: Resisting His Mate
(Braeden & Paisley) Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua & Clover)
keywords: shifter romance, PNR romance, sexy small town, steamy PNR,
alpha shifter, alpha MC, BBW, curvy girl romance, curvy woman
romance, new adult PNR, paranormal suspense, alpha hero, MC romance
Odyssey of the Onyx - Bernard Knott
True Stories of Animal Heroes: Onyx - Vita Murrow 2021-03-02
In this new series, based on real-life animal tales, discover that not all
heroes wear capes – some have four legs, a wet nose, and a brave heart.
Big or small, fall in love with animal friends who have lived truly wild
lives. Read about Onyx, the wolf pup, who was the runt of the litter.
Although he was bullied by his siblings for being the smallest and
scruffiest, Onyx knew that he could lead a pack better than anyone. As he
grew up, he learned to resolve conflict, becoming a step-dad to another
family of wolves who had lost their alpha. But it all changed when the
toughest pup of the family partnered with a rival pack... This
heartwarming story has a fact section at the back, so you can learn more
about koalas and how you can help them. Moving illustrations from
Anneli Bray will make you want to hug the page. Also debuting for the
series is Koala, based on the bravery of koalas in the Australian
bushfires. And there's even more heartwarming stories to come! Sterling
the Moose and Talala the Leopard.
Onyx Dragons: Jasper - Starla Night 2020-01-21
He's the peace-keeping Onyx brother, but there's unrest in his own heart.
Billionaire dragon shifter, Jasper, can have everything he wants.
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Everything, except for her. Rose is his employee. The woman who makes
him breathe fire. Her life is a mess, so she has Jasper tidied away into the
just-friends box. It's where he needs to stay for the sake of the Dragon
Empire. Now, Jasper's got a decision to make. Loving Rose will cost him
everything, But she's also the only one who can save him--and Earth!
This is a complete novel with a happy ending! It features steamy dragon
shifter love scenes, a hero and heroine who are used to saving the world
without anyone noticing, and an explosive finale... Must love dragons!
True Stories of Animal Heroes: Onyx - Vita Murrow 2021-03-02
In this new series, based on real-life animal tales, discover that not all
heroes wear capes – some have four legs, a wet nose, and a brave heart.
Big or small, fall in love with animal friends who have lived truly wild
lives. Read about Onyx, the wolf pup, who was the runt of the litter.
Although he was bullied by his siblings for being the smallest and
scruffiest, Onyx knew that he could lead a pack better than anyone. As he
grew up, he learned to resolve conflict, becoming a step-dad to another
family of wolves who had lost their alpha. But it all changed when the
toughest pup of the family partnered with a rival pack... This
heartwarming story has a fact section at the back, so you can learn more
about koalas and how you can help them. Moving illustrations from
Anneli Bray will make you want to hug the page. Also debuting for the
series is Koala, based on the bravery of koalas in the Australian
bushfires. And there's even more heartwarming stories to come! Sterling
the Moose and Talala the Leopard.
Onyx - Felice Picano 2001
Ray is restless as his lover, Jesse, dies of AIDS until he meets Mike
Tedesco.
Halo, Legacy of Onyx - Matt Forbeck 2017-11
Molly Patel was only seven years old when the alien alliance known as
the Covenant destroyed her homeworld and killed her family. Nine years
later, when her adoptive parents--research scientists specializing in
ancient Forerunner technology--are called to the mysterious and
wondrous place known as Onyx, Molly objects. Molly is now forced to
consider if she and her new parents have made a terrible mistake in
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coming here....
Onyx - Otis Jordan, 3rd 2021-10-04
Continuous and spontaneous incidents occur globally without warning
that cause major changes to everyone and everything on the planet. One
doctor races to find a connection between the events while trying to
navigate the dark hallways of her own past.
Onyx Night - Autumn Jones Lake 2019-10-08
A shifter novella by USA Today bestselling author Autumn Jones Lake
Onyx Knight has yearned to leave her tiny hometown behind for years.
With her parents’ support she attends the local university where she has
developed a not-so-innocent crush on her Medieval History professor,
Cole Radcliff. A family tragedy thrusts Onyx into a secret world she never
knew existed and she discovers something about herself she could never
have imagined. Family friends promise to help Onyx through this
transition, but they demand certain things in return. Things she
can't—and will not—give. When it becomes clear they are willing to get
what they want from her by force, Onyx goes on the run. Cole Radcliff
has his own secrets. When he finds Onyx in need of help, he takes her in,
against his better judgment. He plans to keep her safe, but how can he
keep her safe if he can’t even protect her from himself? Onyx Night is a
22,000-word novella featuring a virgin heroine, a sexy professor, and
some sweet shifter-loving. *Onyx Night was previously published with
Breathless Press. It has since been slightly revised and expanded.
TOPICS: student teacher romance, shifter romance, paranormal, cat
shifter, werecats, wizards, warlocks, virgin romance, novella
Hear the Children Calling - Clare McNally 2014-01-17
On a lonely desert road, a woman hears the voice of her dead child
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calling out to her, but no one is near. Across the country, a psychic tells a
bereaved mother that her child lives, though she believed him to be lost
in the wreckage of a car crash many years ago. And one day on a
playground, a ten-year-old girl glimpses the image of her deceased twin
brother, beckoning to her. As three grieving families find themselves
haunted by the voices of their dead children, they come to learn that
their children are not dead, as they believed, but have been taken and
hidden away at a remote compound, to be used for a single, lethal
purpose. To find their children and discover the truth, the parents
embark on treacherous journeys that will take them to the very heart of
evil, where three frightened children are crying out for help. Can they
save them before their innocence becomes a weapon for deadly psychic
evil? PRAISE: "Hear the Children Calling is a tension-filled tale that pits
parents against seemingly unconquerable opponents. Driven by their
love for the children, these individuals are determined to face skepticism
and even death to find and rescue their missing offspring—children held
hostage by a staggering conspiracy that requires a direct physical
confrontation to be defeated. An unusual work of eerie power,Hear the
Children Calling is an engrossing horror/thriller that is decidedly
different." —Rave Reviews (Four-star review)
Onyx - Jennifer Armentrout 2015-08-26
Depuis sa rencontre avec Dee et Daemon Black, la vie de Katy a changé
du tout au tout. Car si Dee est une amie adorable dotée d'un frère
terriblement sexy, ils sont cependant une source d'ennuis quasi
intarissable... Entre la Défense qui cherche à tout prix à savoir de quoi
Daemon est capable et la mystérieuse "trace" qui poursuit Katy, le lien
qui l'unit au jeune homme sera mis à rude épreuve. Un péril plus grand
que celui de la vérité ? Rien n'est moins sûr...
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